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EWSOLUTIONS' PRESIDENT AND FOUNDER, DAVID P. MARCO, RECEIVES
PRESTIGIOUS PROFESSIONAL AWARD -- ENTERS DAMA HALL OF FAME
CHICAGO, IL March 1, 2008 –- Data Management Association (DAMA) International recently
announced their annual Achievement Award recipients. EWSolutions’ President David Marco
will be presented with the very prestigious 2008 DAMA Professional Award at the DAMA
Symposium and Wilshire Meta Data Conference later this month.
This prominent award for professional achievement is presented each year to a member from
the business community who has made significant and demonstrable contributions to
information and data resource management (IRM/DRM). Each year DAMA International
presents achievement awards in four areas:





Professional Award - A member from the business community who has made
significant, demonstrable contributions to IRM or DRM.
Academic Award - A member from academia who has done outstanding research or
theoretical contributions in the area of IRM or DRM.
Government Award - A member from the public sector who has promoted the inclusion
and adherence to standards creditable of IRM or DRM principles.
DAMA Community Award - A member of the DAMA community who has gone beyond
the call of volunteer service to enhance the efforts of providing exceptional benefits to
DAMA.

Nominations for the Professional Award were submitted from worldwide DAMA chapters over
the past several months. The DAMA Awards Committee was looking for leaders who have
made a significant contribution in their respective category, specifically in the area of IRM /
DRM or to DAMA.
The DAMA International Ethics Officer stated “David Marco’s nod for the award was unanimous
and that all members of the committee felt strongly that the award was long overdue.”
The Awards will be presented at the annual DAMA International Symposium and Wilshire Meta
Data Conference on March 16. This prestigious event will host several key industry leaders,
including Mr. Marco, who will teach the very popular day-long tutorial Managed Meta Data
Environment Full Life Cycle Roadmap.
For more information on EWSolutions and its strategic and tactical data management capabilities,
contact info@EWSolutions.com, or visit www.EWSolutions.com.
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